Why Iran, unlike others, held mass prayers successfully amid pandemic?

Boeing has won two contracts worth $6.6 billion to deliver more than 1,000 missiles to Saudi Arabia, the U.S. defense department announced yesterday.

As announced by the Pentagon, the first contract was worth $8.8 billion, and includes the delivery of “advanced 120mm EADIUS ER air- and surface-to-air missiles with a range of up to 350 nautical miles, Middle East Monitor reported.

The Pentagon also said that the second $650 million contract was for the delivery of 47 Harpoon Block II anti-ship missiles, including more than 150 warheads.

The latter will be delivered to Israel, Qatar, and Thailand. Support equipment will be supplied to the United States, China, India, Russia and Saudi Arabia.

EU is united in opposing Israeli West Bank annexation

The coronavirus pandemic could cost the global economy between $8.5 trillion and $11.3 trillion, or 4.5% and 6.4% of GDP, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) said in a new report today. This is more than double last month's pre-pandemic estimate of $4 trillion and 5.8% of GDP. It comes as measures to spread the spread of Covid-19 continue to paralyze economic activity around the world.

The ADB said the top end of the range was based on a baseline scenario where mobility and business operations would last six months, while the bottom end assumed the restrictions would remain in place for three months.

Central banks around the world have moved aggressively to cut interest rates and out-man the impact of the crisis on the economy. They have also rushed to help guard against the impact of the outbreak that has roiled financial markets and has placed the world economy on the brink of a global recession.

Nearly a quarter of the U.S. workforce is working from home or on reduced hours, according to the United States, China, India, Russia and Saudi Arabia.

Home sweet home: thousands of migratory birds land in Iran’s Allah-Abad wetland

For the second consecutive year, Allah-Abad wetland in Iran’s western Khosro County has become a haven for migratory birds, including flamingo, crane, mallard, bustard, see-see, flamingo, and ibis. According to local officials, some of these birds fly in May and September.

Russia calls opponents of nuclear deal ‘helpless’, ignorant

TEHRAN – Vladimir Putin, Russia’s permanent representative to the Vienna-based international organizations, has said that opponents of the 2015 nuclear deal, known as the JCPOA, are “helpless and even ignorant.”

The ADB said the top end of the range was based on a baseline scenario where mobility and business operations would last six months, while the bottom end assumed the restrictions would remain in place for three months.

Central banks around the world have moved aggressively to cut interest rates and out-man the impact of the crisis on the economy. They have also rushed to help guard against the impact of the outbreak that has roiled financial markets and has placed the world economy on the brink of a global recession.

Nearly a quarter of the U.S. workforce is working from home or on reduced hours, according to the United States, China, India, Russia and Saudi Arabia.
China says U.S. sanctions destabilize West Asia

By staff and agency

Yong Qun, China’s ambassador to the United Nations in Vienna, said on Friday that the United States’ sanctions on Iran are not effective and do nothing to stabilize the West Asia, Reuters reported.

At a bilateral meeting with officials from the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), headquartered in Vienna, he accused Washington of exacerbating humanitarian crises in the region and threatening the long-term extra-territorial sanctions.

He also accused the United States of undermining the global economy by building trade barriers and artificially prolonging the global coronavirus pandemic by failing to lead to the World Health Organization.

Court in Iran sentences Fariba Adelkhah in 6 years in prison

TEHRAN — A court in Iran has sentenced Fariba Adelkhah, a French academic, to six years in prison in a case related to espionage.

The announcement came after the family of the French academic who has been in a prison in Tehran for the past two years called for the French government to intervene with authorities in Iran to secure her release.

Iran’s OPEC governor Kazempour Ardebili dies of coronavirus

(Press TV) — Iran’s governor to the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) has passed away after suffering a heart failure.

Kazempour Ardebili, 68, died at a hospital in capital Tehran on Saturday night.

The veteran politician was appointed as Iran’s OPEC oil official in 1986. He had also served as representative of Iran to the OPEC headquarters by the MKO terrorist group.

Kazempour Ardebili was a survivor of the 1980 bombing of the Iranian Parliament and the National Party headquarters by the MKO terrorist group.

Kazempour Ardebili had also been the ambassador of Iran to Japan from 1980 to 1987.

Kazempour Ardebili was described as a “prominent and unique diplomat,” adding that he was a “model of diplomacy”.

Top researcher: Israel’s war strategy changed after Soleimani assassination

Tragedy followed the Iranian fatal strike that killed Qassem Soleimani, an Israeli top official, on Friday night.

Head of the Research Center of the International Islamic Awareness Organization Hossein Akbari said Soleimani was the initiator of a strategic move which forced Israel to change its strategy from a preventive strategy to a defensive one.

He explained that General Soleimani awakened the resistance front in the region, and that the Israeli regime was forced to change its strategy.

For years, the Israeli regime had imposed significant risks: a crisis pitting the United States against the United Nations.

Accordingly, the visit of Iranian nationals to the UN Security Council is a decisive step to maintain the diplomatic high ground in the international capacities to counter the Zionist regime.

The Iranian government is expected to take certain actions, including sanctions, to counter the Israeli regime. No parliamentarian has fully understood the regime.

The Israeli regime has been in power and is expected to continue to disperse the virus.

Writing an article in Al-Monitor on May 17, 2020, Israel’s leaders were using the opportunity of the coronavirus outbreak to contain the spread of the new coronavirus, Foreign Policy reported.

“The U.S. should provide partial, temporary sanctions relief to maintain the diplomatic high ground in the international capacities to counter the Zionist regime,” Rouhani pointed out.

Eric Brewer says if the U.S. invokes snapback sanctions “it will deepen the rift between the United States and Iran and will undermine the credibility of the United States and the Security Council.”

Eric Brewer, deputy director of the Washington-based think tank Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), has said that a decision by Washington to invoke the snapback mechanism would be a strategic error.

It would be an “unilateral act” that would not benefit the United States and would damage its international reputation.

Brewer noted that Iran may respond to such action by withdrawing from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.

General Soleimani’s assassination “is a clear deal” that the United States and the Security Council will never be able to ratify.

Following is main ratifications of the Security Council on Iran:

April 19, 1992
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Iran dismisses U.S. scapegoating of China over COVID-19

TEHRAN — Iran’s Foreign Ministry has described the U.S.-Iranian Partnership as a force which maintains the insecurity, saying the U.S. is not committed to an apartheid regime whose existence depends on nuclear weapons.

“Accurately speaking, the US is committed to an apartheid regime whose existence depends on nuclear weapons,” a Foreign Ministry spokesman said in a tweet on Friday.

The tweet came on the 72nd anniversary of the Israeli recognition of the state of the Palestinians. The anniversary was marked by the call for the Israeli occupation as an apartheid regime.

Iran has repeatedly condemned the Israeli occupation as an apartheid regime and has called for the international community to support the Palestinian cause.

“Accurately speaking, the US is committed to an apartheid regime whose existence depends on nuclear weapons,” the Foreign Ministry spokesman tweeted.
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Stock market attracts $8.3b in 2 months

1 M Shaia is the investment arm of the Social Security Organization, which provides healthcare entitlement and pen-
sion benefits to its members.

By Keith Bradsher

New coronavirus infections had largely disappeared in China by the start of last month, according to official reports. Only a dozen new, locally transmitted cases were officially recorded in the last week of April. Data suggest that officially notified cases and many other types of business were open throughout last month.

The National People's Congress is scheduled to convene for its annual session starting next month, Friday, weeks after it is usually held. Beijing also announced on Friday that it will ease restrictions on banking and other financial services among Hong Kong residents and major companies in China to increase the economic growth there.

Some economists are already optimistic. According to the government's China Academy of Information and Communications Technology, shipments of smartphones to phones and other devices within China were up 97 percent in April from a year earlier. That strong demand suggests that some of miners of China have been able toInstanceId the worldwide signal yet that when the country's legislature meeting will be held this week in The People's Daily, the official newspaper of the Communist Party.

China is only second to India globally in terms of the volume of steel production. It has 54.7 percent of world market share, with the United States coming in second with 21 percent.

Some steelmakers also said that the increase of 94 percent was not caused by the end of the coronavirus lockdowns, which ended in late April.

The per capita steel consumption was now only 0.07 tons in China, compared to 0.6 to 1.0 tons in industrially advanced countries.
Developing new fields necessary for all Iran's gas needs: POGC head

**Zahangheh** – Iran Oil and Gas Company's (POGC) head, Zahangheh has offered condolences on the passing of the country's Governor to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), Hossein Kazempour Ardebili, Shana reported.

“With a heavy heart, we announce the passing of a honest politician in Tehran on Saturday, two weeks after he slipped and fell due to being elderly and being in a hospital,” Zahangheh wrote in his message of condolences.

After nearly 23 years of close cooperation with Kazempour Ardebili, Zahangheh declared, “A deep sense of sorrow, but death is both a reality and a truth which we should manage to do them, we should not be surprised.”

Zahangheh went on in his message of condolences:

“He was a prominent diplomat who defended our national interests intelligently and vigorously for whom pride and progress of Iran was a nation, loyal to the Islamic Republic and a lover of condolence. The death is both a reality and a truth from which we should manage to do them, we should not be surprised.”

The Islamic Republic and a lover of Iran for whom pride and progress of Iran was a nation, loyal to the Islamic Republic and a lover of condolence.

In a sign that adherence to social distancing measures is slipping from an all-time high, however, today's data showed U.S. electricity demand was 20% below 2020 levels, while gas demand had rebounded significantly from lows in early April. Natural gas was driving the recovery, with LNG exports from the U.S. up 65 percent lower than normal, it is now the country's top energy source.

Consequently, China's Shandong Province, known as “teapots,” for allowing Petrobras to export some of its crude to independent refineries as the market for its crude remains robust.

The company expects demand for all products, except jet fuel to return to near-normal levels in the third or fourth quarter, Lara added.

Exxon executives also said they were dramatically reducing the company’s red-footprint cost cuts to fund the home office regime adopted by the company during the pandemic showed that 30 percent of office workers could effectively work from home permanently.

Chevron Corp’s downstream chief Anelise Lara told journalists that oil was now about $3 a barrel and diesel had rebounded significantly from lows in early April. The precise picture on floating storage – and which trades are deeply discounted relative to later months, has fallen sharply in production in the financial rewards that the oil market offers those taking on the risk of storage, said the company's vice chairman.

Chevron Corp’s downstream chief Anelise Lara told journalists that oil was now about $3 a barrel and diesel had rebounded significantly from lows in early April. The precise picture on floating storage – and which trades are deeply discounted relative to later months, has fallen sharply in production in the financial rewards that the oil market offers those taking on the risk of storage, said the company's vice chairman.

The company expects demand for all products, except jet fuel to return to near-normal levels in the third or fourth quarter, Lara added. 

In the early 1990s, Kazempour Ardebili had been Iran’s governor to OPEC in 1993 and had led the post until the current OPEC's lead.
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West media’s dual-track approach towards Ebola in Africa, Covid-19 in U.S. is regretful!

Frankly speaking, the Western media’s performance in covering news related to Ebola epidemic in Africa was regrettable as they were manufacturing the consequences of the disease in Africa, but later while facing the novel coronavirus outbreak in the U.S. and Europe, they suddenly changed their stance to minimize the impetus, the move that should be death with as a form of double-standard journalism.

“Let us talk a little thought experiment. Imagine, if you will, that rate of deaths in the United States from the novel coronavirus pandemic was twice the number of the deaths in Africa, and the disease was killing many tons of thousands of people there. What images and stories would be shared in the story text on TV screens and newspaper front pages in the West? Would they differ from those helmed by editors to explain the tragedy the virus is cutting across the globe north? Patrick Gathara, a communication consultant, writer, and award-winning political cartoonist based in Nairobi, wrote in an article published by the Guardian, as we turn to us, we do not need to think. There is just an infectious disease that runs through Western media’s bureaucratic warehouse, and we examine how that was reported. The Ebola epidemic, which struck in 2014, affected six countries in Africa, while the present cases are recorded in North America and Western Europe. The epidemic killed more than 11,300 people, but all in one West Africa, particularly in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone. Although this is a fraction of the numbers associated with COVID-19, the impression a Western audience was left with was much less restrained, at least as far as the shrugging of bodies and portrayal of grief was concerned.

“Images of dead bodies in the streets and medicinal workers in human鮒 protective suits were all news: David Bebber, an Australian photojournalist working for the New York Times, was awarded the 2015 Pulitzer Prize for Photography for his coverage of the epidemic. He had “followed a burial team and documented a trail of the dead”. Though, as Bebber put it, the coverage was very different, and it is unlikely that Columbia University will be funding our students to photograph the latest epidemic in Europe or in the U.S. West. What are the unavoidable variables between both countries and cultures, in general, and contrary to popular wise, to how we report the same event? Do we fail to be fair about our death, especially when it involves familiar people? In his book on that topic, “Dead Souls: A personal account of a pandemic in Ethiopia”, Bebber wrote: “The community responded and… no newspaper showed any very actual death; when they did, the pictures were much less likely to be shown abroad, and even more likely to be found dead in their own backyard. The same can also be said of images of grief. During the Ebola crisis, the pictures the Western media chose to publish were transformed into a public spectacle for Western consumption in a way the grief of Western families (or families of Westerners) is not today. It is true that public performances of mourning are a ritual, more so in the West than in the rest of the world. However, because African media organizations are reliant on Western news agencies for their funding, many do not dare to reflect on what Bebber put it: “when you and me, we are more likely to be told abroad, and even more likely to be found dead in our own backyard.”

So what would Western media do today? They could learn from previous mistakes, anticipate the situation and develop guidelines for their editors on the use of death images. Following the Ebola crisis, the New York Times promised to develop such guidelines. Sadly though, there is no indication that this has actually been done.

So what would Western media do today? They could learn from previous mistakes, anticipate the situation and develop guidelines for their editors on the use of death images. Following the Ebola crisis, the New York Times promised to develop such guidelines. Sadly though, there is no indication that this has actually been done.

In late December 2019, Chinese authorities notified the World Health Organization (WHO) of an outbreak of a previously unknown pneumonia in the city of Wuhan, central China. COVID-19, as it is called, is not only a world pandemic but also an epicenter of the global pandemic and named the virus COVID-19.

The whole bidding process from receipt and delivery of the prequalification documents up to the awarding of the contract will be held through prequalification system and sending invitations.

The validity of the submitted financial proposals shall be 3 months from the opening of financial proposals envelops date and extendable for one further period.

Deadline for receiving the prequalification documents: 14:00 Thursday 18/06/2020

Deadline for responding to prequalification documents: 08:00 Wednesday 19/06/2020

Deadline for sending invitation for the other bidding processes will be held through prequalification system and sending invitations.

The whole bidding process from receipt and delivery of the prequalification documents up to the awarding of the contract will be held through prequalification system and sending invitations.

Information about the bidding holder in order to take more information about the proposal documents:

Address : Isfahan wastewater renovation project management’s office- Isfahan water and wastewater building- Ferdosi Street- Isfahan- Iran Phone No: (+9831)32223780 Fax: (+9831)32228800

Contact information of Isfahan Wastewater Company: 41- Call center: 021-41934
4- Registration Office: 021-88969737 & 021-85193768

United States need a brave independent Director of National Intelligence to speak truth to power!

Appointing a new Director of the National Intelligence (DSI), who should supervise a sum of its intelligence agencies, seems to be one of the main concerns of the anti-war activists in the United States as the country once declared a bloodless and benevolent war – one of the consequences whose predecessors later failed to provide reliable documents.

"Republican Representative John Ratcliffe said in a press conference held on an Academy Award level performance at his Senate hearing this March. "I do not know him personally, but from the looks of it, he said most of the stuff that I have not without directly disagreeing with the president.” John Harman, the president of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, a Democratic representative from California and a ranking member of the House Intelligence Committee, wrote in an interview with CNN.

"If confirmed as DNI, one of the things that I’ve made clear to everyone is that I will deliver the unvarnished truth.” Ratcliffe told. "Whether you are talking about the president, whether you are talking about Nancy Pelosi, Mitch McConnell, I will say what’s on our minds, on what we think the intelligence to be will never impair the intelligence that I deliver. Never.”

"Sounds right. After all, the job of director of national intelligence is exactly what he described. I was a principal counter of the bill that created the position, which is a win to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The director of national intelligence oversees intelligence agencies to make sure their analysis is accurate, reliable, and apolitical. It is a role that came out of the disastrous intelligence failures that led to 9/11 and the United States invasion of Iraq, and it is meant to prevent another one.” Harman went on to say.

Ratcliffe’s record of sponsoring bipartisan bills to address cybersecurity, including one that expands the federal government’s cyber threat detection and response capabilities and another that supports cybersecurity education for local law enforcement officials, cannot be overlooked. It is a promising indication that he is aware of the dangers of malign actors that often follow an unforeseen cyberattack, and that are only rising as our adversaries become more competent.

But nor can his close alliance with President Trump during his Senate hearing. "We should definitely look into that,” Ratcliffe said in a response to questions long over his testimony. First, does Ratcliffe really mean what he said? Second, even if he does, can he really speak truth to power and survive in his job? There is also a third deeper question. If Ratcliffe cannot even deliver the unvarnished truth, can the rest of his questions frown large over his testimony. First, does Ratcliffe really mean what he said? Second, even if he does, can he really speak truth to power and survive in his job? There is also a third deeper question. If Ratcliffe cannot even deliver the unvarnished truth, can the rest of his questions frown large over his testimony. First, does Ratcliffe really mean what he said? Second, even if he does, can he really speak truth to power and survive in his job? There is also a third deeper question. If Ratcliffe cannot even deliver the unvarnished truth, can the rest of his questions frown large over his testimony. First, does Ratcliffe really mean what he said? Second, even if he does, can he really speak truth to power and survive in his job? There is also a third deeper question. If Ratcliffe cannot even deliver the unvarnished truth, can the rest of his questions frown large over his testimony. First, does Ratcliffe really mean what he said? Second, even if he does, can he really speak truth to power and survive in his job? There is also a third deeper question. If Ratcliffe cannot even deliver the unvarnished truth, can the rest of his questions frown large over his testimony. First, does Ratcliffe really mean what he said? Second, even if he does, can he really speak truth to power and survive in his job? There is also a third deeper question. If Ratcliffe cannot even deliver the unvarnished truth, can the rest of his questions frown large over his testimony. First, does Ratcliffe really mean what he said? Second, even if he does, can he really speak truth to power and survive in his job? There is also a third deeper question. If Ratcliffe cannot even deliver the unvarnished truth, can the rest of his questions frown large over his testimony. First, does Ratcliffe really mean what he said? Second, even if he does, can he really speak truth to power and survive in his job? There is also a third deeper question. If Ratcliffe cannot even deliver the unvarnished truth, can the rest of his questions frown large over his testimony. First, does Ratcliffe really mean what he said? Second, even if he does, can he really speak truth to power and survive in his job? There is also a third deeper question. If Ratcliffe cannot even deliver the unvarnished truth, can the rest of his questions frown large over his testimony. First, does Ratcliffe really mean what he said? Second, even if he does, can he really speak truth to power and survive in his job? There is also a third deeper question. If Ratcliffe cannot even deliver the unvarnished truth, can the rest of his questions frown large over his testimony. First, does Ratcliffe really mean what he said? Second, even if he does, can he really speak truth to power and survive in his job?
Agritourism may shorten way to materialize ‘Surge in Production’

TEHRAN – Agritourism, a new branch of the travel industry in which tourists stay with local providers, is a means to materialize the national goal of ‘Surge in Production’.

The tourism industry, which itself plays a pivotal role in the growth of other industries and sectors in various regions and countries, must improve its structure but also pick up other related sectors and manufacturing and trading industries, according to a source.

Some experts believe that boosting tourism will result in higher demand, new markets, and ultimately a rise in production. In this regard, the religious leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei set the goal by naming it the ‘Year of Surge in Production’.

Agritourism pays attention to the tourism industry and agriculture, saying: “For this reason, agricultural tourism is much more important and practical than other branches of tourism because it creates a new chain and diversity in the field of production and services.”

Tourism and nature-tourism enterprises might include: Outdoor recreation (hiking, trekking, wildlife watching, bird watching), educational experiences (canyon tours, biking, cultural excursions, test-driving), entertainment (harvest festivals or back-streets of small cities), services (farm stays, guided tours, or outfitter services), and on-farm direct sales (e.g., pick-your-own operations or roadside stands).

Agricultural and rural tourism is one of the attractions in the southern Hormozgan province, which is a 30% of the tourist visits.

To cite an example, we could refer to the four sides of Qeshm, a great cistern, barracks, prisons, churches, headquarters of the Qoran, and high walls with 12 meters height and about 3.5 meters thickness.

The structure was constructed under the orders of Afonso de Albuquerque, the Portuguese conqueror, and includes weep-caches, a great citadel, barracks, prisons, churches, headquarters, and halls.

The floors of stables and cells are made of silk and exquisite brocades are on display for the first time, director of the museum Sedighi (Qeshm National Museum) said on Saturday.

In July 2017, historical structure of the Portuguese Castle in Qeshm was nominated for UNESCO World Heritage, Wedged between the northern Dush-e Kavir and southern Dush-e Lut on a flat plain, the oasis city enjoys a very harmonious public-religious architecture that dates from different era.

The fabrics date back to the early Islamic era, Buyid era (934-1055), Seljuk era (1055–1310), and the medieval era.

The castle with the disordered square plan has walls with about 3.5 meters thickness and towers with 12 meters height at the four sides, according to Iran Travel, Tourism, and Touring Desk.

The fabric went on show in the museum’s Instagram page, she added.

The castle was built during the 12th century, according to the time interval from the 7th millennium BC to the 3rd millennium BC.

Iranian archaeologist Qadir Afrovand has hosted an exhibition featuring relics unearthed in Cheshmeh-Ali and Kuh-e Sendi.

The history of Rey, according to the Encyclopedia Britannica is dated to about 7000 BC when cavemen decided to get rid of the insecure and uncomfortable conditions of the highlands of Alborz, the western slopes of the Indus River containing some 3,700,000 kilometer square kilometers.

In spite of being called ‘a plateau’, it is far from flat but contains several mountain ranges, the highest peak of which is Damavand in the Alborz mountain range at 5,671 m.

The city enjoys the peaceful coexistence of three religions: Islam, Zoroastrianism, an Iranian religion as a sacred place, and it is also mentioned in the book of Zoh, of the biblical Apocrypha, and by classical authors.

The first well-documented evidence of human habitation is in deposits from several excavated cave and rock-shelter sites, located mainly in the Zagros Mountains of western Iran and dated to Middle Paleolithic or Mousterian times (c. 200,000 BC).

The Caspian Sea in the west to the Caspian and eastern Ganges and Indus rivers in the east.

During the years of the first Iranian revolution, the city of Yazd was named a UNESCO World Heritage.

The city of Yazd is located on the east side of the country. If you would like to see the biggest market, head to Kish, which is also known for its religious importance.

Today, agritourism is regarded as a stimulus to the imbalanced economic system agriculture sector and the tendency to emotional and nostalgic roots of the modern world cities and due to factors such as a visit to a destination by almost all of its visitors.
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Today, agritourism is regarded as a stimulus to the imbalanced economic system agriculture sector and the tendency to emotional and nostalgic roots of the modern world cities and due to factors such as a visit to a destination by almost all of its visitors.
Iranian people could go on the ritual tour of a historical site if they meet the document principles, they will be subject to periodic health orders.

The standards enable the country to oblige food businesses to handle of food rather than relying on end product standards alone, he explained.

A food safety document will be approved and implemented in the future in the country, Vahid Mofid, an official with the Food and Drug Administration has stated.

A 2012 study in China linked the density of wet markets to good transmission of the virus. As you might expect, water features heavily: vendors hose on-site or else you might take it home alive so that it was fresher.

“Wet markets” is an hypothesis that has been found that the virus spreads between food and people.

In the past 20 years, Shanghai has become extremely clean.
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But others have urged caution and dialogue with Israel, adding that Israel will “decide on its own and how it will annex the territories”.

A top UN prosecutor said Saturday that the arrest of a key Rwandan official on terror-related charges.

As Wuhan, the Chinese city where the COVID-19 pandemic began, re-opens, the World Health Organization launched a citywide search for asymptomatic carriers.

Turkey, which has previously shown some symptoms of the disease - sparked Western author-Ites to launch a citywide search for asymptomatic carriers.

The US has become the biggest user of face masks after stopping a Polish van stashed among two consignments of medical equipment it was trying to make up the difference between the kingdom with

The HDP denounced the crackdown on the elected mayors as “political violence”.

Brutal Afghan attacks highlight limitations of U.S.-Taliban deal

Turkey detains pro-Kurdish mayors, removes them from office

The UK has become the biggest user of protective equipment (PPE) among the G20, according to the United Nations.

The UK’s biggest user of preventive measures is the United Kingdom, according to the UN.

The kingdom is stuck in a costly war in Yemen.

Jordan warns Israel of ‘massive conflict’ over annexation

As Wuhan, the Chinese city where the COVID-19 pandemic began, re-opens, the WHO launched a citywide search for asymptomatic carriers.

Two brutal attacks this week have left four major weaknesses of the US.-Taliban troop withdrawal pact: Nothing is in place to protect Afghan civilians from violence; the US. and Taliban have agreed to allow for the deployment of international forces in Afghanistan; US. pledges to defend Afghanistan’s borders; and the US. has agreed to provide for the security of the United States and its allies.
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Sports

**Football leagues to resume behind closed doors**

Iranian Huzfi Cup will also resume: official

Iran's Professional League (IPL) will reportedly resume on May 11 with the Games. The NFL has dropped massively.

The Premier League chief believes completing the campaign is essential to safeguard the financial and sporting future of the games, some stars are no longer considered. 

Addison’s Mourns the Death of former Arsenal goalkeeper David Seaman

Kaveh Rezaei to leave Charloeri

Athletics chief says sport could rebel against pandemic rules

Javanmardi becomes the first Iranian woman to win a title in shooting with her gold in the women's 10m air rifle.

The death toll from the novel coronavirus pandemic has risen to over 92,000 in Iran as the county is in the middle of the holy month of Ramadan.

IPL matches organized by the QFA until 31 May 2020, the Qatar Football Association has extended the suspension of all Qatar activities from 14 May 2020 to 31 May 2020.

Kobe Bryant crash pilot had no drugs in system: autopsy

The investigation showed the helicopter was traveling at 91 knots when it hit a hillside after running into heavy fog and cloud cover. Police said the helicopter was moving “uncontrolled.”

The lightweight freestyler also seized a gold medal at the 2014 World Championships in Amman, Jordan.

Kobayashi’s return is bad news for Joao Carlos Augusto

IPL 2020 - Indian Premier League, also known as the Indian Premier League (IPL), is an annual professional limited-overs cricket league in India, contested between eleven teams representing eleven cities.

Gustavo Kuerten is the only player to win both Grand Slam titles in tennis and his first world no. 1 ranking in tennis.

FIFA suspend Qatar and suspended the teams from participating in the 2022 World Cup.
FitzGerald translation of Rubaiyat still worthy of praise, whether Persians like it or not

But the key point is that the British imperialist and diplomat Sir William Ouseley's Ossetian 1858 version of the Rubaiyat and several other Persian works had not been translated into English until 1858. As a result, the Rubaiyat had been translated into English and other languages for the first time.

FitzGerald is an American Persian literature expert who is best known for his translation of the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. FitzGerald's translation was considered a work of art and was widely praised by poets and literary critics.

In any case, FitzGerald was a pioneer in the introduction of Persian literature to the West. His translation of the Rubaiyat was widely praised by poets and literary critics.

Although his English adaptation is very delightful, you have to bear in mind that the Rubaiyat was written in a different language and culture, and in any case, FitzGerald was a pioneer in the introduction of Persian literature to the West.